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In this study we examine the electronic and molecular structures of the [51 knot···(PF6)10]+
pentafoil knot system and report calculated interaction energies that result from halides (X = F,
Cl, Br, and I) localized at the center of the [51 knot···(PF6)9]X molecular structure. The equilibrium
geometries were fully optimized at the ONIOM(M06/6-31G(2d,p):PM6) level of theory, starting
from an initial geometry for the pentafoil knot obtained from experimental X-ray data. The
molecular systems were divided into two layers, for which the M06/6-31G(2d,p) level of theory
was used to describe the high layer ([C4H6]5X– structure) and the PM6 semiempirical method was
employed for the low layer. The calculated electronic energies show that the interaction between
the fluorine anion and the pentafoil knot produces the most stable structure, whereas an unfavorable
interaction is observed for iodide due to the diffuse character of its electronic cloud. Using basis
set superposition error (BSSE) correction techniques, the observed values of the interaction are
–0.201 hartrees for the fluoride ion and –0.100 hartrees for iodide.
Keywords: electronic and molecular structures, pentafoil knot, ONIOM

Introduction
Knot theory has been developed by mathematicians
and physicists since the 18th century and although knotted
chemical structures remain bizarre for chemists, several
knots are already well-known and characterized. Knotted
structures occur in nature as knotted proteins,1-3 DNA,4 and
organic molecules.5 Knots, links, graphs, and various other
topological isomers have been discussed in monographs on
chemical conformation and chirality.6
A knot is a closed, one dimensional, and nonintersecting curve in three dimensional space. From a more
mathematical and set-theoretic point of view, a knot is a
homeomorphism (an additive and continuous function) that
maps a circle into three dimensional space and cannot be
reduced to the unknot (a circle).7
In mathematical language, a knot is the embedding of a
circle in three-dimensional Euclidean space, 3.7 In 1860,
Lord Kelvin stated that atoms could be represented by knots
in the aether, which led Peter Tait to create the first knot
table classification. The study of knots is a central subject
*e-mail: morgon@iqm.unicamp.br

in mathematics, particularly in the area of topology and
has recently attracted the attention of the chemistry and
physics communities, whose goal is to obtain molecules
and new materials with such topology. Consequently, knots
are being discovered with increasing frequency in both
biological and synthetic macromolecules and have been
fundamental topological targets for chemical synthesis
over the past two decades.7
The pentafoil knot (51) is the knot with the fourth
highest complexity, following the unknot, the trefoil knot
and the figure eight knot. Until now, only the trivial knot
(the unknot) and the trefoil knot have been obtained in
the laboratory via chemical synthesis. The 51 knot, as it is
denoted in Alexander-Briggs notation, has five crossing
points and is classified as a torus knot (Figure 1). The
51 knot image in Figure 1 was obtained using the KnotPlot
program, a topological drawing tool for knots and links.8
The introduction of knot topology in the field of
chemistry was initiated by Frisch and Wasserman,9 who
achieved the first successful synthesis of a molecular knot
(a trefoil knot) in 1989.10
Various chemical strategies have been used in the
synthesis of molecular systems of knotted topology.11-14
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the “cinquefoil (51) knot”, an
interlaced pentagram.
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developed and applied a theoretical model and its validation
procedure to the pentafoil system ([51 knot···(PF6)9]Cl),
for which there are available experimental data. The
ONIOM(M06/6-31G(2d,p):PM6) strategy described very
well the molecular structure of this system.
The other objective of this study was to evaluate how
different halides behave within the cavity, hence the need to
calculate the interaction energies with them. The interaction
energies provide a quantitative basis for our analyses, and
we concluded that the diffuse character of the electron
clouds should be relevant in this process.

The synthesis of biopolymers has also been successfully
used in the production of knots.15-18 Additionally, synthetic
molecular knots have been proposed for use as components
of potential molecular machines19 or as drug carriers.20 Other
important uses of systems in the area of supramolecular
chemistry are in the development of molecular switches,
sensors, and mimicking metalloenzymes.21,22
In this study, we examine the electronic and molecular
structures of the [51 knot···(PF6)10]+ pentafoil knot system,23
the X-ray crystal structure of which is shown in Figure 2.
The “our own n-layered integrated molecular orbital and
molecular mechanics” (ONIOM) method was employed to
handle the large system, and calculations of the interaction
energies were carried out for halides (X = F, Cl, Br,
and I) localized at the center of the [51 knot···(P6F9)]X
molecular structure. The objective of this study was to
provide an explanation for the experimental results of
the conformational aspects of supramolecular systems24
and the pentafoil knot, as well as provide a theoretical
prediction of the relative stabilities of pentafoil knots before
the replacement of their chloride ion with other halogens
such as fluorine, bromine, and iodine. Additionally, we

ONIOM method

Figure 2. X-Ray crystal structure of the [51 knot···(PF6)9]X, X = Cl.21

EONIOM3 = E6 – E3 + E5 – E2 + E4

Theoretical studies of the electronic structure of large
molecules are already feasible. For example, it is possible to
describe the molecular system in regions of greater or lesser
interest. The effect of a given property and/or dependence
effects obtained by calculations at the required level is
observed in the description of this property. Thus, one can
describe the behavior of real molecules from calculations
performed at different levels in different regions. This is
the basic concept of the approach employed by ONIOM.25
This approach is particularly useful in biochemical,26
organic27 and inorganic28 molecular systems where there
are interactions of interest (active centers) concentrated
in a particular region of the real molecule. These systems
generally do not exceed more than eight or ten heavy atoms.
Complexes of transition metals are common examples of
systems studied using this approach, due to their bulky
organic ligands, which can be represented more simply by
replacing the majority of their atoms with hydrogen atoms.29
The ONIOM method can be illustrated by the superposition
of the layers of the “onion.” According to the theoretical
framework of ONIOM, any molecular system can be
divided into different levels that are connected, producing
a more convenient solution. Each level can be handled at
any level of accuracy. Integrating the results obtained from
these different levels produces an extrapolation that leads
to a more accurate energy value over the entire system.30
For example, in a three-layer model, ONIOM3, the energy
is described in three parts according to the scheme given
in Figure 3.
The improved system energy (E9 = EONIOM3) can be
obtained from, for example, three less sophisticated levels
that are divided into three parts. The resulting expression
is given by equation 1 with the application of the ONIOM
method, with three levels of theory on three divisions of the
molecule (model, intermediate and real) interest.
(1)
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at the lower (PM6) and higher (M06/6-31G(2d,p)) levels of
theory, respectively. Therefore, EONIOM2 is an approximation
of the calculated energy at the M06/6-31G(2d,p) level of
theory for the real system. All of the calculations were
performed at the ONIOM(M06/6-31G(2d,p):PM6) level
of theory using the Gaussian09 program.31

Figure 3. A three-layer model, ONIOM3.29

Computational methods

The initial geometry of the pentafoil knot was
obtained from experimental X-ray data.23 The geometry
of the molecule was fully reoptimized without imposing
any constraints on the distances between the atoms.
The geometry optimization was carried out at the
ONIOM(M06/6-31G(2d,p):PM6) level of theory. The
molecular system was then divided into two layers,
which were treated with different model chemistries. The
M06/6‑31G(2d,p) level of theory was used to describe
the high layer and the PM6 semiempirical method was
employed for the low layer. The assignments for the former
were defined by considering the atoms near the halide. In
defining the two layers, the model system was represented
by the structure [C4H6]5X–, where X = F, Cl, Br, and I.
Considering that the system is represented by two
layers, the extrapolated energy EONIOM2 is defined as follows:
EONIOM2 = ERS:PM6 – EMOD:PM6 + ERS:M06/6-31G(2d,p)

(2)

where ERS:PM6 is the energy of the real system (RS) obtained at
the lowest level of theory (Figure 4), the PM6 semiempirical
method, and where EMOD:PM6 and ERS:M06/6-31G(2d,p) are the
energies of the model system (MOD) (Figure 5) determined

Figure 4. Molecular structure of the [51 knot···(PF6)9]X, X = F, Cl, Br,
and I. (a) Real system and (b) ONIOM model (RS = red + blue and
MOD = blue).

Figure 5. Molecular structure of the [(C4H6)5Cl–] (model system). The
various colors are used to indicate different atoms: pink = chlorine,
yellow = carbon, white = hydrogen, and gray = hydrogen (link-atom).

Results and Discussion
The initial geometry of the [5 1 knot···(PF 6) 9]Cl
system was obtained from its experimental X-ray crystal
structure.23 To analyze the electronic effects in the gas
phase, the molecular geometry was re-optimized. For
X = F, Br, and I, the position of the chlorine atom was
used as a reference and replaced by the corresponding
halide.
Table 1 shows the calculated and experimental results
of select average bond lengths (in Å) and bond angles (in
degrees) for the molecular pentafoil knot. Although there
is very good agreement between the calculated parameters
and experimental data, the calculated values are slightly
larger overall because they are obtained in the gas phase,
whereas the experimental values come from the X-ray
crystal structure.
The mean values of the bond lengths (in Å) and bond
angles (in degrees) of [51 knot···(PF6)9]X (where X = F, Cl,
Br, and I) are shown in Table 2. For X = Cl, the available
experimental data and calculated values are very similar,
indicating a good description provided by the theoretical
model. The Fe–X bond length increases in the order of 7.01,
7.33, 7.39, and 7.59 Å for X = F, Cl, Br, and I, respectively,
whereas the θ[FeXFe] bond angle varies slightly in the same
sequence upon changing X: 71.44, 70.57, 70.39, and 69.42o.
This seems to indicate that as the electron cloud becomes
more diffuse (from fluorine to iodine), there is an expansion
of the central ring system to better accommodate the halide.
Considering a plane containing five atoms of Fe (s5Fe),
the distance between the halide and the plane reflects the
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leaves the three-dimensional cavity. The close proximity of
the halide anion to the atoms of the pentafoil knot seems to
play a key role in determining the stabilization energies of
the molecular system. Specifically, the closer the anion can
approach, the more stable the molecular system becomes.
This result can be observed directly by examining the
electronic energies given in Table 4.

Table 1. Mean values of the bond lengths (in Å) and bond angles (in
degrees) of [51 knot···(PF6)10]
Parameters

Calcd.

Exp.21

R[Fe–Fe]

8.45

8.30

R[Fe–N]

2.00

1.96

R[C–O]

1.45

1.44

R[C–N] (ring)

1.34

1.36

R[C–N]

1.45

1.44

Table 3. Calculated cell parameters (Å) of model describing the positions
of the five iron atoms and X (X = F, Cl, Br, and I) inside a box of
dimensions a, b and c

θ[NFeN]

88.36

85.28

θ[COC]

114.23

112.42

θ[CNC] (ring)

117.54

118.07

X

a

b

c

114.37

F

15.37

15.18

3.11

Cl

15.84

15.76

3.84

Br

16.02

15.86

3.94

I

16.20

15.86

4.21

θ[CNC]

114.60

Table 2. Mean values of the bond lengths (in Å) and bond angles (in
degrees) of [51 knot···(PF6)9]Cl
Parameters

Calcd.

Exp.21

R[Fe–F]

7.01

–

θ[FeFFe]

71.44

–

R[Fe–Cl]

7.33

7.21

θ[FeClFe]

70.57

70.56

R[Fe–Br]

7.39

–

θ[FeBrFe]

70.39

–

R[Fe–I]

7.59

–

θ[FeIFe]

69.42

–

The most effective interaction occurs between the F
anion and the pentafoil knot (–0.201 hartrees), followed
by the systems containing Cl (–0.151 hartrees), Br
(–0.147 hartrees), and I (–0.100 hartrees), respectively. This
can also be interpreted by considering the Mulliken charges
(in atomic units) of the halide atoms in the compounds,
the values of which are –0.98,–0.96, –0.88, and –0.80 e
for F, Cl, Br, and I, respectively. The Boys and Bernardi
counterpoise correction (CP)34 was employed to remove
the “basis set superposition errors” (BSSEs). Considering
the [(C4H6)5X–] systems model in which X = F, Cl, Br, and
I, the calculated values of BSSE at M06/6-311++G(2df,p)
level of theory are 0.003, 0.002, 0.010, and 0.003 hartrees,
respectively. The [(C4H6)5Br–] system model provided
the largest error associated with the deficiency of the
function basis set (approximately 6.5 kcal mol-1). The
values associated with the BSSEs were employed for the
calculations of the complexation energies and are included
in Tables 4 and 5. These corrections to the complexation
energies in the [51 knot···(PF6) 9]Cl system using the
ONIOM(M06/6-31G(2d,p):PM6) method were considered
for only the model system at the M06/6-311++G(2df,p)

capacity of the pentafoil knot structure’s cavity to retain the
halide. A measure of the capacity is provided by a structural
model defined by a box containing the halide and plane.
The calculated cell parameters of the model describing the
positions of the five iron atoms and X = F, Cl, Br, and I
inside a box of dimensions a, b and c are given in Table 3.
The data show that the structure containing a fluorine anion
is more compact than the structure with iodide. This effect
is illustrated by the c values of fluorine and iodine, 3.11 and
4.21 Å, respectively. The stability of the iodine pentafoil
knot is given by examining the process in which the anion

Table 4. Electronic energies, BSSE and DE (in hartrees) of the [51 knot···(PF6)9]X; X = F, Cl, Br, and I.
X

E[51 knot···(PF6)9]X

E[X–]

BSSEa

BSSEb

DBSSE

DEc

F

–886.17544

–99.73271

0.084

0.003

0.081

–0.201

Cl

–1246.58569

–460.21747

0.059

0.002

0.057

–0.151

Br

–3358.11290

–2571.76384

0.052

0.010

0.042

–0.147

I

–7705.63856

–6919.37625

–

0.003

0.003

–0.100

d

BSSE values based on CP method using M06/6-31G(2d,p); bBSSE values based on CP method using M06/6-31++G(2df,p); cDE = E[51 knot···(PF6)]9X –
(E[51 knot···(PF6)9]+ – E[X–]), where E[51 knot···(PF6)9]+ = –786.16029 hartrees. The interaction energies were calculated using the procedure described by
Kemp and Gordon,32 and DE was corrected with DBSSE; dthe basis set for the iodine atom was obtained from Glukhovtsev et al.33
a
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Table 5. Electronic energies and DE (in hartrees) of the [(C4H6)5X–] model system; X = F, Cl, Br, and I
X

E[X–]

DEc

–779.29631

–99.73272

–0.171

–779.30081

–460.21759

–0.066

–3353.17756

–779.29963

–2573.82325

–0.047

–7698.71419

–779.29869

–6919.37617

E[(C4H6)5X-]

E[(C4H6)5]a

F

–879.20299

Cl

–1239.58691

Br
I

–0.037

Values for the energies at Franck-Condon structures; BSSE values based on CP method using M06/6-31++G(2df,p); DE = E[(C4H6)5X–] – E[(C4H6)5] –
E[X–] corrected using CP method.
a

b

level of theory. The effects to the real and model systems
on PM6 calculations were not included. This is because the
molecular system described at the lower level (PM6) caused
a similar influence, such as a reaction field.
The representation of the model system defined in the
calculation by the high level theory exhibits great similarity
to the molecular fragment present in the experimental
structure. From the results given in Table 5, we can observe
the same behavior in the stability of the model systems. The
optimized molecular geometry of the [(C4H6)5Cl] system,
which is employed as the model system, is displayed in
Figure 5.
The values of interaction energies reported, for
example –0.201 hartrees (–126.130 kcal mol -1) for
E[5 1 knot···(PF 6)] 9F – (E[5 1 knot···(PF 6) 9] + – E[F –]),
is similar to the other values considering analogous
systems, where there is available information. Kemp and
Gordon32 reported the experimental binding energies for
[F···(H2O)6]– and [Cl···(H2O)6]– complexes to be –94.9 and
–68.4 kcal mol-1, respectively. The calculated interaction
energy with [F···(H2O)17]– using the MP2/6-311++G(2df,p)
level of theory is –203.8 kcal mol-1.
The HC···Cl distances in the molecular system in which
the chloride ion is located at the center of the X-ray crystal
structure of [7Cl](PF6)9 are now considered. The ten HC···Cl
contacts have distances of 2.67, 2.76, 2.70, 2.69, 2.71, 2.71,
2.69, 2.71, 2.75, and 2.76 Å, whereas in the model system
using the ONIOM method, the corresponding results are
2.60, 2.62, 2.62, 2.66, 2.60, 2.63, 2.65, 2.61, 2.63, and 2.62 Å.

c

R[FeX], and decreasing bond angle, θ[FeXFe], between
the atoms of iron and the halides, as we go from fluorine to
iodine, respectively. These tendencies can be attributed to the
increasingly diffuse character of the electronic cloud in the
direction of fluorine to iodine, and an expansion of the central
ring of the pentafoil knot to accommodate the halogen atom.
The calculated relative energies show that of all the halogens,
the most stable interaction occurs between the fluorine atom
and the knot. The unstable structure that formed between the
iodine atom and the pentafoil knot can also be attributed to
the diffuse character of the iodine electronic cloud.
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